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ABSTRACT

Abstract – Technological expansion and ICT has seen a quick revolution in development of mobile devices which has facilitated efficiency in mobile related services. The constant expansion on services from mobile devices brings in the complications in terms of utilizing these services. Mobile devices were originally designed for purposes of communication, but the additional provision of data services has posed a challenge: attempting to provide users with powerful computing services through small interfaces. Mobile devices have limited set of resources as compared to desktop computers (PCs), particularly small screens. What has been done to minimize on these limitations, is centralized to achieving better user interfaces but not better user experiences. With user interfaces, more focus is put on the device rather than the user of the device. Hence the main goal of this project was to prioritize user experience dimensions through identifying, and examining the implications of mobile devices’ external constraints on user experience, and proposing an algorithm that enhances data delivery and presentation in small interfaces.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile devices are capable of offering access to diverse services. A mobile device is a battery-powered, pocket-sized computing system, typically comprising a small visual display for user output and a miniature keyboard or touch screen for user input. Examples include mobile phones, PDAs, wireless tablets and other devices that can connect to mobile telecommunication networks. [1]

Originally, Mobile devices were designed for purposes of communication [2]. The additional rapid provision of data services has posed a challenge: attempting to provide users with powerful computing services through small interfaces. These devices have limited set of resources as compared to desktop computers (PCs), particularly small screens. The change in services and speed of data delivery is meant to quicken man’s ability to solve problems and manage information or knowledge [3]. These rapid changes do not measure up to the user’s ability to utilize the provided services. Users gain negative experiences while accessing data through small screens. It is against such dynamic technology that the user experience created by mobile devices’ external constraints is examined in this paper. What has been put to minimize device limitations is centralized on achieving better user interfaces but not better user experience. With user interfaces, more focus is put on the device rather than the user of the device. Hence in the light of this shortfall, this research paper seeks to prioritize user experience dimensions on mobile devices narrowing down to better page delivery. The outcome in the end shall be a proposed application that shall seek to prioritize user experience with regards to mobile devices.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. User Experience

User Experience is the experience a user gains when interacting with a system or company [4]. User Experience has several factors that can be categorized into three dimensions: Dimension one; Personal user experience basing on Kankainen’s [5] conceptual model of user experience, Dimension two; types of experience basing on Forlizzi & Ford’s [6] classification of user experience, and Dimension three; ingredients of UX basing on Jaasko’s [7] perspectives on user experience.

In dimension one; the current user experience depends on three factors: previous experiences, user’s motivation and the context of use. Previous experiences are present even before interaction starts. They create expectations of how things work and produce results. The interaction between the user and the system happens in a context [5]. In dimension two; User experience can be of different types and it depends on the level of user involvement and activity. A user can experience interaction happening unconsciously, as a routine; hence experience is a constant flow of things happening. Also a user can have an experience by being conscious about the
interaction; hence interaction has a clear start and end. The user is active, and the experience can be remembered. Finally, a user can experience interaction as story when retelling or when being totally dissolved in the narrative of the system; interaction is predetermined [6]. In dimension three, the ingredients for user experience concerning the system, the context, the user and its activities are stated. Firstly, the core of the product is the technical base that enables the tool’s services. It consists of hardware like processors, displays, logic boards. Secondly, the functionality layer surrounds the core and software provides the reason to use a product in a specific activity as it defines the product functionality. Thirdly, functionality is made available by a control layer providing the overall logic and possibility to trigger functionality. Fourthly, user interface is the part the user gets in contact with [7].

The three dimensions, all focus on three factors that influence user experience, the product, the context and the user factors.

i.) Product factors: The functionality, reliability, usability, and gestalt all sum up the dimensions of a product. All parts must fit together to the intended interaction. [8].

ii.) Context factors: Time-based context, space context, and social context define how a system is perceived in its context such as time, and place. Contexts change over time especially for the mobile device contexts where it’s always on the move, and environmentally noisy.

iii.) User factors: The experiences, expectations, motivation for use and resources define the way a user perceives and reacts on a product. There is need therefore to understand what users of mobile devices want or feel, the kind of product and the context of interaction within different situations.

B. External Constraints on Mobile Devices

External constraints can be classified as device constraints, environment constraints, and social context constraints. Device constraints describe restrictions on the usage that is a consequence of device characteristics [9]. For example, output devices, such as screens on mobile phones or PDAs and other mobile devices, have limited resolution and a limited number of colours. Environmental constraints describe how the interaction environment influences the user experience. For example, noise, that greatly affects usage. Social context describes the social situation in which the interaction occurs. The three major constraints presented by mobile devices are: small screens, limited bandwidth and limited power.

i.) Small screens: Mobile devices are small in size, there screens even smaller. Accessing pages, for example web pages, which were designed and intended for viewing on powerful PC screens, have to be adapted to meet this severe constraint and users strain or gain negative experiences while accessing them on the mobile devices.

ii.) Limited bandwidth: Although network technology has advanced, download speeds on mobile devices still don’t meet users’ expectations, in comparison to those on computers. Moving mobile devices have bandwidth status varying depending on the location of base stations [10]. This variation degrades user experiences.

Users quickly become impatient when it takes longer for a page to load on mobile device.

iii.) Limited power supply: Mobile devices have smaller batteries that supply power for shorter periods of time. Power consumed by the processor and memory is related to the clock rate, the supply voltage, and the capacitance of the devices being switched [11]. This affects user experience as re-charging take longer hours.

For the social context constraints, it is important to keep the complexity of users’ contexts of mind. Understanding users’ specific needs, then providing a customized and personalized mobile user experience is the key in this research’s design. Both qualitative user research and quantitative analytics data provide insights that are essential to gaining a good understanding of mobile users’ needs. There is need to know which content and tasks are and are not relevant to users on the move. By duplicating all of the traditional or original website’s content on the mobile device website makes no impact as context is critical. There is need to identify what content is of greatest value to users on the go and prioritize its convenient placement on the mobile devices. This would prioritize user experience dimensions in terms of content for context, the product and the users’ expectations in relation to mobile devices.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A. Research design

Methodological triangulated design was utilized. Two issues were addressed: finding out what external constraints on mobile devices affected user experience (diagnostic in approach) and using the findings in designing a solution that prioritizes user experience dimensions (prescriptive approach). So as to address the two issues, two research designs were utilized: Descriptive survey; to deal with diagnostic part, and Evaluation research design; to address the prescriptive part; which is basically engineering work - leading to the user centered mobile application design. This is summarized as DEU: Descriptive Survey, Evaluation design and User centered /experience design.

![Figure 1: Methodology](image_url)

In descriptive design, information concerning opinions or practices is obtained from a sample of people representing a population through the use of questionnaire technique [12]. Descriptive survey design was chosen because it is appropriate for fact finding and yields a great deal of information, which is
accurate. The research aimed at gathering accurate information about user factors with regard to usage of mobile devices, product factors and contextual factors. Evaluation research aims to collect data that will facilitate decision making and that the data should satisfy some important criteria one of which is utility [13]. In this research, evaluation has utility if it is informative, timely and useful to the affected persons. In this case, the researcher aimed to evaluate the success and usage of mobile devices.

B. Sample and Venue
Sampling is the act of selecting a portion of a population for investigation [14]. Purposive sampling technique enables the researcher target a group of people believed to have the characteristics of interest to the research. Purposive sampling technique was used to select 28 mobile device users drawn from 4 institutions of higher learning in Kericho County, Kenya. According to the population census (2009) the people living in Kericho Town (urban) are 30,000 in number, out of which 3,600 is the population in institutions of higher learning. The main reason for choosing respondents from institutions of learning was because this group of users utilized both mobile devices and desktop computers (which fall under the jurisdiction of this study) in their day to day learning and communication. Moreover, every 4 individuals out of 10 have mobile phones; out of which 1 individual has an internet-enabled mobile device [15], and every 4 individuals out of 10 have access to PC [16]. Based on this, 30 individuals in each of the twelve institutions could use both mobile and PC to access online materials from internet, and this formed the target population for the proposed study in Kericho Township. Using a modified table of population sampling [17] and setting the confidence level at 95% (significance level P < 0.05) then the sample size was 28 mobile device users.

C. Data Collection Instruments and Procedure
Questionnaire was used to collect data from mobile device users regarding user experience; covering the product factors, contextual factors and user factors. It had both open-ended and closed ended items. Closed ended questions gave out structured responses, which facilitated the ease of tabulation and analysis, while open-ended questions gathered more in-depth information and were used so as to enable the researcher gather data from a large number of respondents at a particular time [18]. The instruments were administered through visits on appointment with mobile device users. The questionnaires were filled, by the users of mobile devices, and collected by the researcher.

D. Unit of Analysis & Data Analysis Procedure
The unit of analysis was the individual user of the mobile device. Quantitative data was analyzed by use of descriptive statistics, like frequencies, and percentages. Qualitative data was categorized and reported. Qualitative data analysis is a systematic procedure followed in order to identify essential features, themes and categories [19]. All data was then presented in frequencies, percentages and tables.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To examine external constraints faced by mobile device users, first it was important to examine reasons for using mobile devices so as to find out the areas (domains) and establish the extent to which mobile devices are utilized. This addressed the dimensions and helped in examining the implications of mobile devices’ external constraints on user experience.

A. Extent of Use of Mobile Devices
The response revealed that all the respondents utilized their mobile devices for communication. Additionally, most respondents (85.7%) observed that they use their mobile devices for accessing the internet or browsing. Only 10.7% of the respondents were not sure while 3.6% were of a contrary opinion. The high response 85.7% who agree that they utilized their mobile devices on browsing could be attributed to the fact that a large number of respondents (64.3%) were students and there is possibility that they use their mobile devices in conducting searches in their studies. Moreover, all the respondents pointed out that they use their mobile devices for money transfer with 92.9% strongly agreeing and 7.1% agreeing. A relatively smaller group of respondents were of the idea that they use their mobile device for learning with only 46.4% supporting this idea while the rest 53.6% were not sure. The rest of the respondents (17.9%) refuted this claim.

B. Examining User Experience Dimensions
The UX dimensions with regard to mobile devices were narrowed down to three broad areas, from which various constraints could be established to allow re-designing. This was done in order to examine the implications of mobile devices’ external constraints on user experience. The three broad areas included the product factors, content and context factors, and user factors.

i. Product Factors (Usability)
Whereas some of the mobile devices are complicated when it comes to usage or operation, others are relatively easy to operate. This research revealed that 96.4% of the mobile devices owned by the respondents were simple to use or operate with only 3.6% of respondents not being sure if the mobiles were easy to use or not. This kind of response is expected given the fact that 75.0% of the respondents had pointed out that they had normal key pad input type of mobiles while 25.0% had touch screen. Additionally, respondents observed that they found their mobile devices easy to learn to use with 89.3% supporting this view while 7.1% of respondents were not sure and 3.6% disagreeing with this view. It would be noted that since most of the respondents used ordinary mobile devices; that is normal key pad input type; learning to use these gadgets was easy compared to those who had advanced type of device. On the issue of utilizing mobile devices for reading, a relatively smaller percentage (46.4%) were of the opinion that they were in a position to read texts comfortably from their devices. The rest of the respondents (32.1%) were not sure, while 21.5% totally disagreed with this view. The ability or inability to read a given text on the mobile screen is a factor of content delivery to small interfaces, which is a product of many considerations during the design stage. Clearly, mobile users found it difficult to read text as a result of poor content delivery among other
factors. Additionally, navigation from one part of the text to another was another issue raised by the respondents. This research has shown that irrespective of the type of the input device one has, navigation is a constraint that mobile users face. Only 39.3% supported the notion that their mobile made it easy to move from one part of text to another. On the other hand, 25.0% of the respondents were not sure while 35.7% refuted claim that it was easy to move from one text to another. Table 1.1 provides this summary.

### Table 1.1 Readability of text on small screen

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Valid Percent</th>
<th>Cumulative Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>85.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ii. Content and Context Factors (Time/Space/Place)**

Mobile devices could access web content often cluttered with distracting features around the body of a page; that distracted the users from the actual content they were interested in. These features included pop-up ads, flashy banner advertisements, unnecessary images, logos, copyrights, or links scattered around the screen. Users on the move did not need this information on their screens. This research revealed that 67.9% strongly agreed and 32.1% agreed that their mobile device could load content including banner adverts, pop up ads, links to other sites and images. Moreover, 82.1% of respondents agreed (39.3% strongly agreed plus 42.9% agreed) that banner adverts and pop ups covered most of their mobile device screen space, while 3.6% refuted this claim. Only 14.3% were not sure of this notion. Another 85.7% of respondents (50.0% strongly agreed plus 35.7% agreed) agreed that banner adverts and pop ups slowed down loading time of content of interest. Again 14.3% were not sure of this notion. 85.7% of respondents felt that images covered most of their mobile device screen space, while 3.6% refuted this claim. Only 10.7% were not sure about this notion. Another 92.9% of respondents found images distracting them from actual content of interest. Only 3.6% disagreed, and another 3.6% strongly disagreed this assertion. Tables 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 provide this summary of this.

### Table 1.2 Advertisements covering most screen space

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Valid Percent</th>
<th>Cumulative Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>39.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>82.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>97.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 1.3 Adverts and images slowed loading time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Valid Percent</th>
<th>Cumulative Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>32.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>83.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>93.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 1.4 Images covered most screen space

It also showed that links lead to other content of interest and others did not as 42.9% strongly agreed and another 42.9% agreed to this assertion. Only 14.2% thought otherwise. This was attributed to the fact that content, related to other content of interest to the user, was provided majorly through the text links of the pages accessed by users, saving them time searching related information.

### iii. User Factors (Experience/Expectations/Motivation)

User experience is different from user to user based on different motivations, expectations, experience, or perception. Previous experiences are always present, and they create expectations of how things work and produce results. In this research it is revealed that 50.0% of the respondents expected their mobile devices to have all the functionalities and capabilities in them as compared to PCs. 35.7% of the respondents were not sure and 14.3% did not expect their mobile devices to have all functionalities in them. Additionally, 35.7% of the respondents also believed that mobile devices motivated them to be more effective, while 14.2% disagreed. 50% of the respondents were not sure of this assertion.

**Motivation Statement**

Based on the findings, it was clear that a great number of mobile domains have direct implications on mobile device users. Analysis of this showed that mobile devices and their functionality (reasons for using the devices) are highly affected by the user experience dimensions which were categorized into three: product factors, content in context factors and user factors. The product factors were examined so as to reveal the original design and how it affected user experience. In understanding how the devices were originally designed, the research would redesign to eliminate constraints brought in by that original design. The product factors encompassed simplicity or complexity in terms of usage and learning, the ease or difficulty in text reading, navigation, organization and access and the quality of that information. In soliciting these product related factors, the researcher was informed to design into a solution that would prioritize on...
issues that were considered pertinent and which in this context were considered as constraints. How these product factors were determined is a factor of content delivery which was largely affected by content and context factors. The focus of this research in relations to content for context factors was to examine how various contents are delivered in the mobile context with the sole purpose of improving the speed, quality and quantity of content.

The content in context factors that were examined included the speed and quality of loading contents including text, banners, advertisements, links to other sites, and images. In doing so, the researcher examined whether by weeding out some of these contents would improve page delivery. To arrive at this decision, it was necessary to establish if images, banners, advertisements covered most screen space, slowed down loading time and distracted users from actual content of interest. Information on these helped the researcher shape the system solution by weeding out unnecessary images and links so as to improve the text content and speed of delivery for mobile contexts. Such a redesign could not be effectively executed without considering user factors. The user factors considered were those that addressed meeting the users’ expectations, satisfaction, and motivation. In examining this, the researcher aimed at designing a solution without losing the original aesthetic functions which lends itself to satisfaction, and motivation aspects and interest of mobile device users.

V. PROPOSED DESIGN

Data collection and analysis indicated the need to prioritize what content is useful for mobile context domain. In light of this, the need for better means of access to relevant content by mobile users guided the proposed prototype of filtering useful content for mobile contexts. The proposed prototype utilized an algorithm implemented by remote procedure calls to provide for better way of content delivery enabling easy readability, navigation and relevance of content, while retaining users’ interests at a mobile domain hence enhancing the three dimensions of user experience as shown in figure 2.

The design of this aspect shall be divided into:
A. The algorithm; implemented for content filtering; and
B. A system model of the proposed prototype

A. Proposed content filtering algorithm

The proposed algorithm is implemented as follows:

Step1: Define & Initialize a string buffer (to store all content/nodes of a page).

Step2: Send Request (HTTP) through client socket to content servers to obtain a page.

Step3: Once page is obtained, via server socket, identify groups of nodes from page and convert the groups in to a sequence of tokens (lexical analysis).

Step4: Transform the sequence of tokens into a tree data structure by balancing opening tags with ending tags to present a document object model (Parsing).

Step5: Filter page elements:
If (Element = Tag.<, /, >)
Find start and end tags, append to string buffer.
Else Return

If (Element = Comment--...
Determine comment tags, discard elements.

If (Element = Text)
Find text outside of any tag, or comment, append to string buffer.

If (Element = Type image/advert/logo/banner – i.e.
Find type, discard elements from buffer.

Else Return

Generate pages

Step6: If node is Html node; means starting node; Then
a. Append html node (“<html>”) to string buffer.
b. Proceed to find node-blocks using node and level.
(c) level is 0, as it is first node of a DOM tree.
c. After returning results, append node (“</html>”) to string buffer.

Step7: If node is Head node; Then
a. Append head node (“<head>”) to the string buffer.
b. Proceed to find the node-blocks using node itself and its children. Head content of the original page is added to the string buffer.
c. After returning results, append node (“</head>”) to string buffer.

Step8: If node is Body node; Then
a. Append node (“<body>”) to the string buffer.
b. Proceed to find the node-blocks using node itself and its children; find body content and append to the string buffer.
c. After returning results, append (“</Body>”) to the string buffer.

Step9: If all the steps above succeed then server sends the requested page via server socket and then to the Mobile device. A vector class is used for saving streams output for displaying on mobile device.
A string buffer is initialized to store all content of loaded page, which becomes input for lexical analysis; a process of converting a group of nodes into a sequence of tokens [20]. For example, a page consisting of:

```html
<Html><Head><Title>JKUAT</Title></Head></Html>
```

its result is a sequence of tokens as:

```
< Html > / Title > > < Head > / > Head < > Title < > J K U A T > Html >
```

At the time of analysis it includes start-tags, end-tags, and data and then this becomes input for parsing. Parsing is the process of analyzing a sequence of tokens [21]. It transforms tokens into a data structure tree by balancing opening tags with ending tags and presents a structure of a page. This enables access to tag nodes in a sequential manner. The output is a document object model (Dom) tree. For example, from the sequence of tokens, the output is a tree of nodes as:

```xml
<Html>
  <Head>
    <Title>JKUAT</Title>
  </Head>
</Html>
```

Identification of node blocks depends on the properties of Dom node and the children of the Dom node. Filtering of content is then done element by element. Vector class is used for saving streams output. Every index of vector has either a tag or printable string on mobile device. For example if output of stream reading is:

```html
<a href="http://www.jkuat.ac.ke"> J.K.U.A.T, Nairobi Campus </a>
```

Then

Vector 0 = `<a href="http://jkuat.ac.ke"">`<br>
Vector 1 = J.K.U.A.T, Nairobi Campus<br>
Vector 2 = `</a>`

Different classes are used to filter out content by type for example text, or tags, or comments and/or images. If text, then it is send for display, and other unnecessary content are discarded which includes images, advertisement images, banner images, and links which affect user experience in reference to the context, or time or space.

### B. System model of the proposed application

#### i. Sequence Diagram

This is a graphical representation of system objects on time flows and the connections between the flows. The vertical dashed line is called the objects lifeline and it represents the objects life during the entire interaction. Each message is represented by an arrow between the life lines of two objects. The objects are shown as boxes at the top of the dashed vertical line.

From the diagram, objects pass information as follows:
1. Mobile device sends HTTP request to the content server through client socket.
2. Client side socket checks the request whether it is a valid request or not.
3. Content servers respond to requested page or URL and sends HTTP response through server socket.
4. Groups of nodes from obtained page are converted in to a sequence of tokens in a lexical analysis process and transformed into a tree data structure by balancing opening tags with ending tags to present a document object model in a parsing process.
5. Page elements including text, images, comments, tags and links are separated through a filtering process; and
then pages are re-generated with only relevant content in them leaving out unnecessary content like images, image adverts, links to other sites, logo images, that are not priority in a mobile context, and that take time when loading or fill small screen space influencing user experience negatively.

6. Finally the page is sent to the mobile device via web servers client socket. This procedure is repeated in a way a mobile device user can easily view the content in the small screen.

ii. Class Diagram

Figure below shows the class diagram for the proposed application. The class diagram contains the classes: HttPConnection class, which manages the HTTP connection for loading a page by forming the HTTP request. PageFilter class is a MIDlet that extracts all the tags from the start of a page. The user is prompted for a URL by the mobilepagerequest class; the page is loaded and parsed, and the tag values are displayed in a list, which are used for page re-generation for mobile device. The Token class defines a class for holding and parsing the attributes of meta tags. Element class is the maker class –

![Class Diagram](image)

For page elements. The Tag class, Text class, Comment class and Image class all extend class Element and define page elements for holding tags, comments, text and images. Instanceof operator is used to determine if element is a Tag, Comment, Text or image; and filter out only relevant text content for display. It will pass in the attribute string from inside the tag, for example, if the tag is "<body bgcolor=#ffffff>" it will pass in the " bgcolor=#ffffff" part and then split the attribute string into tokens. If page elements have .gif, .png, .bmp, .jpg extensions they are discarded as they are images and not output for display. The token attributes are stored as name-value pairs in a hashtable.

iii. State Diagram

![State Diagram](image)

This diagram above helps in describing the behaviour of the system. It will help in showing all the possible states a particular object can get into and how the object’s state will change as a result of events that reach the object. Hence figure 6 shows clearly how a page is requested and filtered for relevant content with regards to the mobile context dimension, time and space, through the use of the proposed application. In the first state, a page is requested for, from content servers, by users of mobile devices, and once the requested page is acquired, it undergoes conversion, a state that results the elements in a sequence of tokens ready for parsing to form a data structure tree, a different state. Content is filtered at another state, a state that only relevant content for the domain are allowed to pass for displaying on mobile device.

VI. EXPERIMENTATION AND EVALUATION

A. The goal of conducting the experiment

The goal of testing through experimentation was to demonstrate the prioritization of relevance of content, loaded and displayed timely in a mobile context, utilizing small mobile device screen space, when using the proposed application versus not using it; so as to reflect the factors influencing user experience dimensions, that is in content in context, product and user domains.
B. Tools involved in doing the experiment

- For this experiment to succeed properly, it was deemed necessary to experiment the proposed application using mobile device emulator or mobile test tools which were provided by Java Micro Edition Software Development Kit V. 3.0. This would represent the reality as the case of actual mobile devices.
- The J2ME Wireless Toolkit was used as it runs on devices compliant with the Java Technology for the Wireless Industry specification. It consists of build tools, utilities and a mobile device emulator. It has capabilities exposed through standard APIs defined through the Java Community Process namely: Connected Limited Device Configuration (CLDC), Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP), and Java Technology for the Wireless Industry (JTWI), Wireless Messaging API (WMA) and J2ME Web Services Specification.
- A modem was also needed as this would help in providing internet connectivity to online content servers.

C. Running the developed application

After successful implementation of the application, it was executed to see whether it would achieve the main goal and that was to prioritize user experience dimensions in mobile devices; by loading the relevant content timely, in a context that is mobile, utilizing small mobile device screen space. In the proposed application the mobile device emulator is loaded on laptop and it begins by prompting the user for a Url. Once the Url is entered, Ok command button is pressed to fetch the Url, and the application tries to connect through to the server via sockets. If Url is established, the requested page is loaded and analysed through a lexical process to stream a sequence of tokens. Then parsing process begins and task is displayed on emulator. Tokens are transformed into a Dom tree and used for page regeneration. Content is filtered leaving out images that may not be relevant for mobile domain, hence only loading text which is send for display. To test the product factors, the number of scrolls, and number of clicks to accessing a loaded page are recorded in order to compare the results versus using equivalent devices like the PC, and versus using the mobile device that does not utilize the proposed application. To test on content in context factors, the type of information loaded to screen in a mobile context is recorded. Also the time it takes to load that type of content is recorded, and again compared to equivalent devices loading time and type of content in that context. The results are utilized in explaining the implication of mobile device’s external constraints on user experience.

D. RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT

The purpose of this experiment was to demonstrate the prioritization of user experience dimensions on mobile devices, and as proposed, through improving the kind of content in the mobile context, the time in a mobile context, while utilizing effectively the mobile device screen space. From the proposed algorithm discussed in the system design, the aspect of implementing content filtering is tested to see if it influences the three UX dimensions in terms of content in context, product and user factors. The aspect of content in context; was whether the application could load relevant content for the mobile context, in this case leaving out unnecessary images that distract users. The time aspect, how long it took to have the relevant content loaded in the mobile device as compared to without using the proposed application, or by PC. Another aspect was space. Utilization of screen space was important, thus by having only text for display reducing number of scrolls or clicks while checking content was necessary. From the results below, the objective was achieved because the proposed design’s output indicated a reduction in loading time (in seconds) and number of clicks and scrolls as depicted in tables 1.5 and 1.6 below.

Table 1.5: page loading time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site (accessed on November 6th, 2012)</th>
<th>Reading original page - PC (seconds)</th>
<th>Reading original page - Mobile device (seconds)</th>
<th>Reading page produced by proposed application (seconds) %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.jahanaz.ac.kr/geofoo.html">http://www.jahanaz.ac.kr/geofoo.html</a></td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>10.08</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.jahanaz.ac.kr/geofoo.html">http://www.jahanaz.ac.kr/geofoo.html</a></td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>2.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://decorfoundation.com/">http://decorfoundation.com/</a></td>
<td>21.02</td>
<td>25.10</td>
<td>17.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.dsin.com/2013/02/Main.html">http://www.dsin.com/2013/02/Main.html</a></td>
<td>7.48</td>
<td>10.46</td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.jahanaz.ac.kr/a_main.html">http://www.jahanaz.ac.kr/a_main.html</a></td>
<td>10.34</td>
<td>11.11</td>
<td>9.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.amazon.com/">http://www.amazon.com/</a></td>
<td>10.53</td>
<td>14.08</td>
<td>5.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.6: Scrolls & clicks

User experience is prioritized by content relevance in the mobile context. By loading only text, memory space is utilized, and users can access and store more information hence improving their efficiency. Screen shots of some of the results of this process are explained to elaborate the proposed application.

E. Screen shots of some of the application runs

The example below is a page loaded and as viewed on PC, contains a large percentage of it composed of images, logos and also important address information about location.
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Figure 7: Page as loaded on PC
The same page was then loaded through its URL on mobile device and results observed and the differences before and after noted, and also differences in number of scrolls, loading time and content type recorded while using the proposed application versus not using it.

**Mobile device prompting for URL**
The figure below shows a mobile device prompting for URL from user.

The figure below shows mobile device accepting URL from the user.

The figure below shows mobile device accepting command from user to source the URL.

The figure below shows mobile device trying to make the HTTP connection.

The figure below shows mobile device parsing tokens after successfully establishing the connection.

After converting the page into a sequence of tokens, the tokens are transformed into data structure tree and stored in a list as shown in figure 13. These tokens are used to regenerate page for display on mobile device. Only allowed content will be displayed after unnecessary information is filtered out hence saving memory space.
The page loaded before the proposed algorithm was applied.

Figure 14: Page loaded before applying the proposed application

The page loaded after applying the proposed algorithm.

Figure 15: Page loaded after applying the proposed algorithm

F. Implication of mobile devices’ external constraints on UX

Mobile devices have limited resources and as they become smaller and lighter, screen sizes and layouts become restrictive, and the power to support applications also shrink. Memory available is also limited. The implication is that efficiency is critical. Device software should have fine-tuned control over product utilization. Application processing should be offloaded from the device to avoid excessive resource consumption. The proposed application filters out information needed before sending for display on mobile device. Since mobile devices are not standardized as PCs, in that hardware and software profiles are less standardized, the implication is that developers of applications for mobile devices need to target lowest common denominator for screen size, shape, and orientation in order to deploy to a wide variety of handsets. Designers therefore have to optimize both software and hardware together in order to get the best UX. The proposed application tries to optimize application for prioritization of user experience by page filtering. For several reasons also, mobile devices are always not online and access speeds are not fast enough to support, for example, decision-making at the point of need. The implication is that mobile devices need to be more than just thin client displays; they need to be application platforms in their own and finally, since connectivity is also unstandardized, there should be other ways for a user to access information and services online from their mobile devices. For better UX, faster internet protocols are required. The implication could be to tailor access to the kind of experience being delivered and the market to which it is being delivered to.

VII. CONCLUSION

1. The aspect of user experience dimensions with regard to mobile devices was narrowed down to three areas, from which various constraints could be established. This was done in order to examine the implications of mobile devices’ external constraints on UX dimensions. These dimensional areas included product factors, content and context factors, and user factors.

2. Data analysis aspect showed that mobile devices and their functionality are highly affected by the three factors. It indicated the need to prioritize what content is useful for mobile context domain. In light of this, the need for better means of access to relevant content by mobile users guided the proposed prototype, which would provide for a better way of content delivery enabling easy readability and content relevance, while retaining users’ interests hence improving UX.

3. The algorithm proposed utilized the aspects of lexical analysis and parsing to allow filtering of content. Only text content is send for display leaving out unnecessary images, adverts and links. An experiment was performed to show differences in loading time, number of clicks and scrolls used then to indicate variations in page delivery.

4. Implication of external constraints on user experience aspect puts efficiency of both applications or software and hardware as critical. It insists developers should target lowest common denominator for screen size, and that mobile devices need not just be mobile client displays but application platforms that prioritize user experience.

VIII. BUSINESS BENEFITS

One aspect of the proposed application is that it gives the developer the freedom to implement content filters used to improve browsers in mobile devices by allowing specific content delivery into different situations depending on context, time or even device type and therefore prioritizing for contextual user experience, and also making the loading of content for such situations to be less costly which is a business benefit to a business owner, especially service providers, that they are able to channel specific type of content or customer requested content in the mobile context timely, hence utilizing and making maximum profit on available bandwidth. This reduces data traffic on mobile channels as different content are channeled on different pipes. Prioritizing for user experience improves user trust on mobile devices, hence more applications becoming more invested.
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